
ATTORNEYS GRANT KILLORAN, CHRISTA
WITTENBERG, AND CHRIS KEELER SPEAK AT
STATE BAR OF WISCONSIN’S ANNUAL
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW SYMPOSIUM

Grant Killoran, Christa Wittenberg, and Chris Keeler of O’Neil, Cannon, Hollman, DeJong &
Laing’s Litigation Practice Group recently presented at the State Bar of Wisconsin/Pinnacle’s
“Annual Constitutional Law Symposium 2019” in Pewaukee, Wisconsin.

Attorney Killoran was the Chair of the symposium and presented on Third Amendment issues.
Attorney Wittenberg moderated and presented as part of a panel discussion on due process
issues related to public health actions to prevent the spread of contagious diseases. Attorney
Keeler co-presented on constitutional issues relating to the incarceration of juveniles.

Attorneys Killoran, Wittenberg, and Keeler were joined at the symposium by speakers from
around Wisconsin and the country to discuss various constitutional topics and issues.

Attorney Killoran is a shareholder with the law firm and is the Chair of its Litigation Practice
Group. He has significant and diverse trial experience representing clients in Wisconsin State
and Federal Courts, and courts around the country, focusing on complex business, health
care and employment law disputes.

Attorney Wittenberg is a member of the Litigation Practice Group. She assists businesses and
individuals with prosecuting and defending a variety of civil litigation matters, including
complex contract disputes, trademark and copyright claims, inheritance disputes, class
actions, personal injury cases, and fraud and conspiracy claims. As a former federal district
court law clerk, Attorney Wittenberg is intimately familiar with litigation and procedures in
federal court. She has also litigated matters in state court, as well as resolved cases through
mediation prior to litigation.

Attorney Keeler is a member of the Litigation Practice Group. He concentrates his practice on
general business law and complex business litigation by assisting clients with a variety of
business and development needs. Additionally, Attorney Keeler devotes a portion of his
practice to immigration law, with an emphasis on employment visas and humanitarian
matters.
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